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On a stormy night in October, a ginger cat finds refuge in the "Returned Books" bin of the local
library. Rescued by two kind librarians, Pumpkin Cat makes a home for herself in the large
children's room. But the wooden sheep and the sock monkey never talk, and once the librarians
leave for the day, Pumpkin Cat is lonely. Searching for what is missing, she makes a new friend in a
neighborhood girl and receives a Halloween gift that fills her heart. Ann Turner's tender story,
paired with Amy June Bates's cozy illustrations, explores the idea that sometimes for a home to be
found, a home must be given. Ann Turner is the author of several books for children, including Red
Flower Goes West, illustrated by Dennis Nolan. She lives with her family in Williamsburg,
Massachusetts.
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Gogal
Nice book in great condition. Daughter had rented it from the library and loved it so, we had to buy
a copy for her.
roternow

A ginger-colored homeless cat finds refuge in the local library, cared for and loved by the librarian
and children who visit. She finds that her new home becomes lonely at night, but there is a solution
for that too. This is a pleasant story of new friendship, finding a place to belong, and faith in the
future.
I have owned this book for a long time, since childhood. Just muttering the title Pumpkin Cat in my
ear will make me smile and warm my heart. Many a fond memory of my early expeditions into
reading are colored orange and furry. I love this book. It is nothing profound, but there is a childish
wonder in the adorable pictures and messages of hope and love in the story. It would take nothing to
convince me to curl up and read it now, because I am already doing it. This book is a classic, a musthave for children. Even though it is set around Halloween, any time or place is perfect for reading
Pumpkin Cat.
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